A good deal of success has recently been achieved in the fields of both strong and weak interactions by following (( the eight-fold way ~) of unitary symmetry (1). In the former the success has been chiefly in the classification of the growing number of particles and resonance states, in correlating various particle reactions, and in obtaining the rather accurate 0kubo GelLMann mass-formula (2). In the latter field the work of CAnIBBO (3) on leptonic dacays of baryons and mesons has inaugurated much fruitful activity. However, right from its inception, the eightfoldway has had to face difficult questions at the dynamical level. The coupling constants of the K-meson (interacting with baryons) turn out, in this symmetry scheme, to be large--in fact, of the order of the pion coupling constants; whereas, experiments on photoproduetion of the K seem to suggest that they be smaller, easily by an order of magnitude. It is, of course, clear that unitary symmetry must be broken to obtain the various mass-differences; but, the question is how badly is it broken. Is it that the K-coupling constants are really small in the situation of broken unitary symmetry? Recently, SAKUm~I (4) has pointed out that, if one accepts the Goldberger-Treiman type relations obtained on the assumption of the dominance of the K and ~ poles in the leptonic decays of baryons, then one is forced to conclude that the K-coupling constants must be nearly as large as given by the u~brol, en unitary symmetry.
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The question then is as to how should one reconcile the above conclusion with the data on the photoproduction of K and A from protons (5) . The theoretical fits proposed so far have always employed, in a more or less ad hoc manner, a small K-coupling constant (~) hoping that a future theory would justify the choice made. There is, however, one possibility that has not so far been considered in the presen~ context; that is, there may actually be present dynamical cancellations due to some particle (or resonance) states known or unknown, thereby allowing the K-coupling constants to be large and near the unitary symmetry values. It is this possibility that we wish to consider here. We propose to show how such a cancellation can, in fact, be achieved.
We make an analysis of the photoproduction process (I)
according to an isobar model of the type developed by HATSUKADE and SCU~ITZ~n (6), and in a slightly different form by GOURDI~ ~ and DUFOVR (7). We shall follow the notation and formulae of Hatsukade and Schnitzer. The pioccss (1) is described by the invariant amplitudes where e is the proton charge; /~v, /~A, 89 are, respectively, the anomalous magnetic moments of the proton, the A, and the E~ transition magnetic moment;
